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Description

[0001] The present invention concerns a feeding
method and a feeding chute of a disc chipper fed by
means of the gravity. In the pulp and paper industry, a
disc chipper is generally used for chipping wood prior to
further processing. In a chute fed chipper, the logs are
fed along an inclined chute against the blade disc of the
chipper. The blade disc rotates around a horizontal or
less than 20° inclined axle. The logs slide against the
blade disc due to the gravity. Knives are attached to the
blade disc in about the direction of the radius, chipping
the wood against a stationary counter blade.
[0002] The logs encounter the blade disc at a feeding
angle which in a chute fed chipper is the angle between
the plane of the disc and the plane including the log and
perpendicular to the plane of the disc. Test have shown
that the quality of chips improves when the feeding an-
gle between the log and the blade disc is decreased.
The decreasing of the feeding angle is, however, re-
stricted by the increase of the size of the shearing ellipse
of the head of the log, which results in the decrease of
the cross section the feeding funnel, if the feeding open-
ing cannot be enlarged at the same time. In addition,
practice has proven that smaller feeding angles in-
crease feeding problems of the chipper, as the shearing
surface of the log increases and the balancing effect of
the gravity on the feed decreases.
[0003] The need of enlarging the feeding chute has
become the primary problem, which has the effect that
the feeding of wood is uncontrollable with the methods
of prior art. When small test plants give a good chipping
result with the new chipping angles, the quality of the
chips with mass production chippers remains signifi-
cantly lower.
[0004] Manufacturers of chippers have developed dif-
ferent feeding methods, which differ from the traditional
structure, but these feeding methods, however, have the
problem of the restless moving of the logs, especially
laterally. The smaller the diameter and the length of the
log is, the more lateral movement there is. Slim logs
have more space laterally. The length of the logs gets
shorter in chipping, so that at the end of chipping the
short logs can easily change their direction and turn as
much as 90°, so that no chips are produced any more.
[0005] The characterizing features of the method and
feeding chute in accordance with the invention are set
forth in claims 1 and 3. According to the invention the
feeding of the logs into the chipper is provided so that
they maintain their feeding direction better. Thus, the
problem can be avoided that the chipper would be
blocked by transversal logs which have changed their
direction, or that when the feeding direction is changed,
the size of the chips would be changed and oversized
chips would be produced.
[0006] The invention and its details will be described
in more detail in the following, with reference to the en-
closed drawings, wherein

Figure 1 shows the feeding of logs into a chipper,
viewed from one side, in a known feeding construc-
tion,
Figure 2 shows a general knife arrangement of a
disc chipper,
Figures 3 and 4 show the plane of the disc of two
traditional chippers, viewed from the feeding direc-
tion of the wood,
Figure 5 shows the plane of the disc and the feeding
chute of a newer chipper, whereby it has been tried
to improve the control of logs by means of guiding
battens,
Figures 6 and 6a show a feeding chute in accord-
ance with the invention,
Figures 7 and 7a show a part of the feeding method
in accordance with the invention,
Figures 8 and 9 show the functions of the feeding
method in accordance with the invention, and
Figure 9a shows the bottom and the counter blade
of a feeding chute in accordance with the invention.

[0007] Figure 1 shows a disc chipper presently used
for the chipping of wood. The chipper comprises a blade
disc 1, a shaft 2, a feeding chute 3, a housing 4 and
bearings 5. The drive of the chipper consists of a cou-
pling 6 and a motor 7. The logs 10 to be chipped are fed
into the chipper so that the angle between the fed log
10 and the blade disc is α. The angle in question is tra-
ditionally 38°, and the logs rest relatively stable against
the bottom 8 of the feeding funnel. In new chippers the
angle α is only 32°, and thus, the surface pressure of
the logs against the bottom of the feeding chute is sig-
nificantly smaller, while the shearing area of the head of
the log is significantly larger. This results in that the logs
easily turn during the chipping, so that the quality ad-
vantage achieved by the change of the feeding angle is
reduced.
[0008] Figure 2 shows a conventional blade arrange-
ment of a chipper. Wear plates 11 are attached by
means of bolts 9 to the blade disc 1. The knives 12 of
the chipper are kept in their position by means of a knife
base 13 and knife bolts 14. The support construction 17
of the bottom 8 of the feeding chute forms a support
base for a counter blade 15, the upper surface thereof
having the shape of the bottom of the chute 8 and form-
ing an extension to the chute, receiving the chipping
forces and, being subject to strong wearing, easily
changeable because it is fixed by bolts 16 to the base
17. The logs 10 are fed against the wear plate 11, and
the knives 12 cut off chips 18 which are discharged
along an opening 19 in the blade disc 1. Good quality of
chips requires that the logs 10 encounter the blade disc
in a correct position so that the angle α remains stable
and no lateral angles occur.
[0009] Figure 3 shows a plane of the blade disc 1 with
knives 12. The housing of the feeding chute 3 is shown
with a dashed line 20, and the surface plane of the coun-
ter blade forming the lower end of the chute is shown
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with a line 21. The shearing area of the log is shown by
an ellipse 22. The chipping force FH forms supporting
forces FK1 and FK2 on the surface of the counter blade.
The surface shape of the counter blade in accordance
with figure 3 provides a stable feeding to the log 10 by
means the two supporting forces FK, but a disadvantage
is the fact that FK1 + FK2 > FH. The result therefrom is
that the sliding of the log becomes more difficult, due to
the friction force caused by the forces FK1 + FK2 and
acting on the lower surface of the log, so that the contact
pressure of the tail of a short log decreases or totally
disappears, so that the log in question stands up and
the feeding angle α changes.
[0010] The chipper of figure 3 has a "radial knife"
which "chops" off the chips and there is no cutting move-
ment in the direction of the cutting edge of the knife.
Generally, chippers are provided with knives 12 that are
placed ahead of or after the radius. One chipper of this
kind is e.g. the traditional Carthage chipper of the 50's,
constructed in accordance with figure 4, with a knife 12
arranged after the radius. In the chipper of figure 4, the
knives are placed behind to the extent of an auxiliary
circle R. The radius R forms a circle, on the tangent of
which the points of the knives are arranged. The radius
R defines the cutting speed in the direction of the cutting
edge of the knife. When the knife is arranged after the
radius, this cutting force pushes the log outwards from
the shaft, thus compensating the "scissors force" acting
towards the shaft. Thus the feeding of the logs to the
chipper is improved, because FH acts almost perpen-
dicularly with respect to the surface 21 of the counter
blade, and no additional drag forces occur. By the term
"scissors force" the chipper manufacturers understand
a force that results from the angle between the knife and
the counter blade and acts in the direction of the opening
of the angle in question.
[0011] The feeding chute of figure 8 is provided with
knives arranged ahead of the radius, and the cutting
force acting on the direction of the cutting edge of the
knife pulls the logs towards the shaft so that FH acts on
the corner between the counter blade and the inner side
of the feeding chute, so that FK1 and FK2 form a strong
friction force creating problems to the feeding of the
wood. The chute of figure 8, however, operates well with
big logs and with a relatively small production.
[0012] Today, however, the mass production requires
chippers that can chip a great number of logs at the
same time. Therefore chippers e.g. shown in figure 5
have been constructed, having a large feeding opening
and almost a horizontal chipping surface 21 of the coun-
ter blade. This levelled bottom construction does not
provide guiding of the logs by the gravity, and the radial
knives do not give cutting forces in the direction of the
cutting edge of the knife. The logs are only guided by
the "scissors forces" which are dependent on the diam-
eter of the log. This has the result that the "scissors
force" tends to move big logs from the inner circle to the
outer periphery and vice versa. An even surface of the

counter blade gives only one supporting force FK= FH,
and therefore the logs turn away from the chipping po-
sition, which results in poor chipping production. As a
corrective measure, it has been tried to prevent the
movement of logs by battens 23 parallel with the logs,
preventing the logs from moving in both lateral direc-
tions.
[0013] So, among the feeding methods of figures 3,
4, 5 and 8, the one of figure 4 is the best, because every
log is supported against the surface 21 of the counter
blade, so that FH is only slightly bigger than the compo-
nents FK1 + FK2. Thus, the feeding of the chipper in ac-
cordance with figure 4 operates well also when more
logs than one are fed, as the chipping force FH mainly
acts on the surface 21 of the counter blade, and a minor
side force to the next log does not disturb the feeding.
[0014] The feeding method and the construction of
the feeding chute in accordance with the invention is
based on the analyzing of the operation problems of the
mass production chippers and on the utilization of the
phenomena disturbing the chipping. A significant fea-
ture of the invention is the fact that the feeding of the
wood in a traditional well functioning chipper is imple-
mented in a plurality of chipping positions so that a good
and stable guiding of the log is achieved also with a large
feeding chute. This is achieved by shaping the bottom
of the feeding chute and the counter blade in such a way
that the chipping force is directed so that the friction
force against the bottom of the feeding chute and the
counter blade of the lower part thereof is increased only
a little by dividing the chipping force into a great main
supporting force and a considerably smaller guiding
side support force. A feeding chute in accordance with
the invention, provided with two chipping positions, is
shown in figure 6, where logs 10 and 10' are guided into
the right chipping direction in different chipping positions
which are arranged side by side on the upper surface of
the counter blade. The surface 21' of the counter blade
facing next to the shaft forms an angle β' with the hori-
zontal centre line 25 of the surface of the blade disc of
the chipper. The outer surface 21" of the counter blade
forms a bigger angle β" with respect to the centre line
25 of the blade disc of the chipper. The deviation angle
ε' and ε" of the chipping force FH from perpendicular to
the counter blade defines the magnitude of the laterally
guiding support force.
[0015] Figure 6a shows a counter blade of the chipper
with three adjacent chipping positions for logs 10, 10'
and 10". The support surface of the counter blade is
formed by three successive portions 21', 21" and 21' ",
which have the angles β', β" and β' " with respect to the
horizontal centre line 25 of the blade disc. The size order
of said angles is such that β' <β" <β' ", and they are cho-
sen according to the diameter distribution of the logs and
the desired "scissors force" effect. Between the succes-
sive counter blade portions of figures 6 and 6a, there is
a step, in other words a short side wall portion 24 or 24',
the height thereof being chosen in accordance with the
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diameter of the log. A suitable height for example for the
log 10' of Ø 200 mm is 25 mm. A suitable angle e.g.
between the surface of the step 24 and the surface of
the counter blade 21" is about 120 - 160°, so that the
surface 24 forms a firm shoulder.
[0016] The bottom 8 of the feeding chute has the
shapes corresponding to the counter blade 15, and two
feeding grooves 31, 32 are formed therein, as shown in
figure 9a.
[0017] The feeding of the logs fed into the chipper
takes place so that the most of the logs slide by the effect
of the gravity towards the blade disc at the position
shown by the log 10. The head of the log 10 encounters
the blade disc 1 as shown in figure 7, and when the chip-
ping begins, a small shearing surface 26 is formed, and
the shearing force FH in accordance with figure 7a acts
towards the counter blade 21 so that the angle λ be-
tween the force FH and the counter blade 21 is signifi-
cantly less than 90°, and the log 10 slides outwards from
the centre 29 of the blade disc in the direction of an arrow
S1, due to the "scissors force".
[0018] With a bigger log, the effect of said force is very
strong, and the log takes the chipping position of the log
10" shown in figure 6a against the outermost counter
blade portion 21' " or the position 10' against the outer
side wall 20 of the chute 3. Middle sized logs 10' take
the chipping position against the blade portion 21", and
small logs stay in the chipping position close to the shaft
of the chipper, because the knives encounter the small
logs so late that no forces pushing the logs outwards
are created. The moving of the logs outwards from the
centre of the blade disc must be free, as is the situation
with a construction in accordance of figures 6 and 6a. A
feeding chute of figure 5 operates poorly in this respect,
and the guiding battens only cause disturbances.
[0019] In chippers with a large feeding opening it has
also been discovered a strong tendency of the logs 10
to turn, as shown in figure 8. The turning of the logs in
accordance with figure 8 results in that the chip quality
is lowered, because the logs 10 do not stay in the chip-
ping position.
[0020] Test have shown that in case the direction of
the main axis 27 of the ellipse forming the shearing sur-
face of the log deviates from the perpendicular with re-
spect to the direct line 30 that goes through the rotating
centre 28 of the blade disc and the centre 29 of the el-
lipse during the chipping, a moment force acts on the
log, said moment force turning the log into the direction
of an arrow S2 so that the log would take a more advan-
tageous shearing angle, in other words, the main axis
of the shearing ellipse would take a position perpendic-
ular to the straight line 30 drawn via the rotating centre
28 of the blade disc and the centre 29 of the ellipse, that
is in the direction of the centre line 27' of the ellipse of
the turned log as shown in figure 8.
[0021] The above described force turning the log can
be utilized in the operation of the feeding chute in ac-
cordance with the invention. When the lower end of the

log 10, due to the forces in accordance with figures 6
and 6a, takes the chipping position 10' or 10", the mo-
ment turning the log 10 increases so that it turns the tail
of especially a short log into the groove 31 or 32 in the
feeding gap leading to the chipping position, and the
feeding direction of the log is right. Figure 9 shows how
the log moves into the guiding groove 31 or 32 of the
bottom 8 in the chute 3, and to the chipping position of
the counter blade 15. The logs are fed to the position
shown by the dotted dash line, and the head, having en-
countered the blade disc, moves in accordance with the
arrow S1, after which there occurs a moment M on the
shearing surface of the log, in the position shown by the
dashed line, said moment turning the log in accordance
with the arrow S2 to the position shown by the unbroken
line. Figure 9a shows the bottom 8 of the feeding chute
and the connection thereof to the surfaces of the counter
blade.
[0022] By means of the above described feeding
method, the guiding function of the feeding chute and
the counter blade is significantly improved, especially
with short logs and with the tails of long logs. The meth-
od in accordance with the invention is of significant ad-
vantage when the production capacity of the chipper is
more than 100 m3/hour with small logs and more than
200 m3/hour with big logs.

Claims

1. A method for feeding logs (10) into a disc chipper
by means of gravity and a chute (3), whereby the
bottom (8) of the chute is inclined at an angle (α) to
the rotating centre (28) of a disc blade (1), so that
the gravity tends to direct the logs towards the shaft
(2) of the blade disc (1), and the logs are supported
laterally by means of a housing (20) of the chute,
characterized in that

the logs (10) are additionally supported laterally
by means of a plurality of adjacent bottom por-
tions (31, 32) of the chute (3) and by means of
one or a plurality of shoulders (24, 24') there-
between, so that movement of the logs towards
the rotating centre (28) of the blade disc is op-
posed, and that
the logs are caused to be turned parallel with
the longitudinal direction of the chute by means
of a moment force (M) that arises, in conse-
quence of the rotating disc blade when the di-
rection of the main axis (27) of the ellipse form-
ing the shearing surface of the log differs from
the direction (27') of the center line of the elipse
which is perpendicular to a theoretical direct
line (30) drawn via the rotating centre (28) of
the blade disc and the centre (29) of the ellipse.

2. A method in accordance with claim 1, character-
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ized in that the logs are supported by means of
shoulders (24) in the upper surface of the counter
blade (15) forming extensions to the shoulders be-
tween the bottom portions of the chute.

3. A feeding chute (3) for feeding logs (10) into a disc
chipper, said chute comprising a bottom (8), a coun-
ter blade (15) and a housing (20), whereby the bot-
tom of the chute is inclined at an angle (α) to the
rotating centre (28) of a blade disc (1), in such a
way that the bottom of the chute slopes down to-
wards the blade disc shaft (2) characterized in that
between a plurality of adjacent bottom portions (31,
32) in the feeding chute (3) and in the upper surface
(21) of the counter blade (15) as an extension of the
chute, there is one or a plurality of shoulders (24,
24') forming a wall adjacent to said bottom portions
(31, 32), respectively, on the side where the shaft
(2) of the disc is situated.

4. A feeding chute in accordance with claim 3, char-
acterized in that the bottom portions (31, 32) of the
chute are inclined around a longitudinal axis in such
a way that from two adjacent bottom portions of the
chute, the one (31) further away from the rotating
axis of the disc, forms a bigger angle (β') with re-
spect to the horizontal plane than the angle (β")
formed by the portion (32) closer to the rotating axis.

5. A feeding chute in accordance with claim 3 or 4,
characterized in that the shoulder surface forms
with the bottom portion (31, 32) of the chute an an-
gle opening upwards, said angle being greater than
90° .

6. A feeding chute in accordance with claim 5, char-
acterized in that the shoulder surface forms with
the bottom portion (31, 32) of the chute an angle
which is about 110 - 160°, preferably about 120°.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Zuführen von Stämmen (10) in einen
Scheiben-Zerspaner durch Schwerkraft und eine
Rutsche (3), wobei der Boden (8) der Rutsche in
einem Winkel (α) gegenüber dem Rotationszen-
trum (28) einer Scheibenschneide (1) derart ge-
neigt ist, daß die Schwerkraft die Stämme in Rich-
tung der Welle (2) der Schneidscheibe (1) dirigiert,
und wobei die Stämme seitlich durch ein Gehäuse
(20) der Rutsche gestützt werden, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß
die Stämme (10) seitlich zusätzlich durch mehrere
benachbarte Bodenabschnitte (31, 32) der Rutsche
(3) und durch eine oder mehrere dazwischen ange-
ordnete Schultern (24, 24') gestützt werden, so daß
der Bewegung der Stämme zum Rotationszentrum

(28) der Schneidscheibe entgegengewirkt wird, und
daß
die Stämme durch eine Momentkraft (M), die auf
Grund der rotierenden Scheibenschneiden auftritt,
dazu bewegt werden, sich parallel zur Längsrich-
tung der Rutsche zu drehen, wenn die Richtung der
Hauptachse (27) der Ellipse, die die Scherfläche
des Stamms bildet, sich von der Richtung (27') der
Mittellinie der Ellipse unterscheidet, die senkrecht
zu einer theoretischen direkten Linie (30) zwischen
dem Rotationszentrum (28) der Schneidscheibe
und dem Zentrum (29) der Ellipse ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß die Stämme durch Schultern (24) in
der oberen Fläche der Gegenschneide (15), die Er-
weiterungen zu den Schultern zwischen den Bo-
denabschnitten der Rutsche ausbilden, gestützt
werden.

3. Zuführrutsche (3) zum Zuführen von Stämmen (10)
in einen Scheiben-Zerspaner, wobei die Rutsche ei-
nen Bodenabschnitt (8), eine Gegenschneide (15)
und eine Gehäuse (20) aufweist, wobei der Boden
der Rutsche in einem Winkel (α) zum Rotationszen-
trum (28) einer Schneidenscheibe (1) derart ge-
neigt ist, daß der Boden der Rutsche zur Schneid-
scheibenwelle (2) hin abfällt, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß
zwischen mehreren benachbarten Bodenabschnit-
ten (31, 32) der Zuführrutsche (3) und der oberen
Fläche (21) der Gegenschneide (15) als einer Er-
weiterung der Rutsche, eine oder mehrere Schul-
tern (24, 24') eine Wand ausbilden, die auf der Seite
benachbart zu den jeweiligen Bodenabschnitten
(31, 32) ist, auf der die Welle (2) der Scheibe ange-
ordnet ist.

4. Zuführrutsche nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß die Bodenabschnitte (31, 32) der
Rutsche entlang einer Längsachse derart geneigt
sind, daß von zwei benachbarten Bodenabschnit-
ten der Rutsche derjenige (31), der weiter von der
Rotationsachse der Scheibe entfernt ist, einen grö-
ßeren Winkel (β') in Bezug auf die horizontale Ebe-
ne ausbildet, als der Winkel (β"), der durch den der
Rotationsachse näheren Abschnitt (32) gebildet
wird.

5. Zuführrutsche nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß die Schulterfläche mit dem
Bodenabschnitt (31, 32) der Rutsche einen sich
nach oben öffnenden Winkel ausbildet, wobei der
Winkel größer als 90° ist.

6. Zuführrutsche nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß die Schulterfläche mit dem Boden-
abschnitt (31, 32) der Rutsche einen Winkel ausbil-
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det, der ca. 110° bis 160° beträgt und bevorzugt et-
wa 120° ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour l'introduction de rondins (10) dans
une déchiqueteuse à disque, par gravité et au
moyen d'une goulotte de chute (3), le fond (8) de la
goulotte étant incliné suivant un angle (α) par rap-
port au centre de rotation (28) d'un disque de lame
(1) de sorte que la gravité tend à diriger les rondins
vers l'arbre (2) du disque de lame (1), et les rondins
sont supportés latéralement par un caisson (20) de
la goulotte,
caractérisé en ce que

les rondins (10) sont en outre supportés laté-
ralement au moyen d'une pluralité de parties de
fond adjacentes (31, 32) de la goulotte (3) et au
moyen d'un épaulement ou d'une pluralité d'épau-
lements (24, 24') entre les dites parties de fond, de
sorte qu'un mouvement des rondins vers le centre
de rotation (28) du disque de lame est freiné, et

les rondins sont amenés à prendre une direc-
tion parallèle à la direction longitudinale de la gou-
lotte sous l'action d'une force de pivotement (M) qui
est engendrée, en conséquence de la rotation du
disque, lorsque la direction du grand axe (27) de
l'ellipse formant la surface de cisaillement du rondin
diffère de la direction (27') de l'axe de l'ellipse qui
est perpendiculaire à une ligne directe théorique
(30) passant par le centre de rotation (28) du disque
de lame et le centre (29) de l'ellipse.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que les rondins sont supportés par des épaule-
ments (24) formés dans la surface supérieure de la
contre-lame (15) constituant des prolongements
des épaulements entre les parties de fond de la
goulotte.

3. Goulotte d'alimentation (3) pour introduire des ron-
dins (10) dans une déchiqueteuse à disque, la dite
goulotte comprenant un fond (8), une contre-lame
(15) et un caisson (20), le fond de la goulotte étant
incliné suivant un angle (α) par rapport au centre
de rotation (28) d'un disque de lame (1) d'une ma-
nière telle que le fond de la goulotte s'incline vers
le bas, vers l'arbre (2) du disque de lame, caracté-
risée en ce que, entre une pluralité de parties de
fond adjacentes (31, 32) de la goulotte d'alimenta-
tion (3) et dans la surface supérieure (21) de la con-
tre-lame (15) constituant un prolongement de la
goulotte, il est prévu un épaulement ou une pluralité
d'épaulements (24, 24') formant une paroi adjacen-
te aux dites parties de fond (31, 32), respective-
ment, sur le côté où se trouve l'arbre (2) du disque.

4. Goulotte d'alimentation selon la revendication 3,
caractérisée en ce que les parties de fond (31, 32)
de la goulotte sont inclinées autour d'un axe longi-
tudinal d'une manière telle que, parmi deux parties
de fond adjacentes de la goulotte, la partie (31) la
plus éloignée de l'axe de rotation du disque forme
un angle (β'), par rapport au plan horizontal, plus
grand que l'angle (β") formé par la partie (32) la plus
proche de l'axe de rotation.

5. Goulotte d'alimentation selon la revendication 3 ou
4,
caractérisée en ce que la surface d'épaulement
forme, avec la partie de fond (31, 32) de la goulotte,
un angle s'ouvrant vers le haut, le dit angle étant
plus grand que 90 degrés.

6. Goulotte d'alimentation selon la revendication 5,
caractérisée en ce que la surface d'épaulement
forme, avec la partie de fond (31, 32) de la goulotte,
un angle qui est de 110 à 160 degrés environ, et de
préférence de 120 degrés environ.
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